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Translation of the article by the Italian technical magazine STAMPI (published by Tecniche Nuove) - November 2022

The advantages 
of the dual-spindle,
in deep drilling and milling
THE ALREADY WIDE AND DIVERSIFIED RANGE 
OF DEEP DRILLING MACHINES DESIGNED AND 
MANUFACTURED BY IMSA CAN NOW COUNT ON 
A NEW MODEL FOR PARTS UP TO 4 TONNES, 
FEATURING A DUAL-SPINDLE CONFIGURATION TO 
ENSURE UNCOMPROMISING PRODUCTIVITY AND 
VERSATILITY FOR MOULD MAKERS.  

Focus on innovation and a constant research 
and development of new technological solu-
tions have always played a key role at IMSA. 
All this goes to the benefit of the users of the 
wide range of drilling machines built over 
the years by the manufacturer from Barza-
go (Lecco, Italy), which include many deep 
drilling and milling machines operating at 
plastic mould makers and deep drilling job 
shops globally. We are talking about a com-
prehensive range of drilling machines (used 
for mould bases, dies, punches, dowels and 
blocks in general) comprising 3, 4 or 6-axis 
deep drilling solutions suitable for small and 
medium size items, as well as 8-9 axis deep 
drilling and milling centres for medium and 
large sized plastic moulds, used to make 

complex cooling circuits with double-tilt 
drilling.
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Designed to 
machine moulds 
and blocks of up to 
2 or 4 tons, the new 
MF1000/2C gun 
drilling machine 
can perform 
straight, inclined or 
double-tilt drilling, 
depending on the 
selected table.
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These include MF1000C, the deep drilling 
machine that, since its introduction in the 
market back in 2014, has been an ideal so-
lution for years for all those workshops and 
situations that needed a very compact single-
spindle solution, but at the same time a highly 
performing drilling and milling machine ca-
pable of accommodating workpieces up to 2 
or 4 tonnes, depending on the selected table. 
IMSA has recently introduced an interesting 
evolution of that model called MF1000/2C, 
featuring a dual-spindle configuration. The 
ram is in fact equipped with two separate 
spindles: one for threading and milling, and 
one dedicated to deep drilling operations 
with a gun drill.

The added value of optimized 
mechanics

Resulting from the manufacturer‘s extensive 
experience in deep drilling and milling, the 
new MF1000/2C inherits from previous mo-
dels not only the rigidity of the single-piece 
structure, obtained with the vertical gantry 
column, but also high grade components, as 
well as the elimination of the need to prepare 
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“Uno dei valori aggiunti della foratrice 
MF1000/2C riguarda la tipologia di 
montaggio adottata per il mandrino di 
fresatura, che prevede una modalità 
classica a flangia, rigidamente 
bloccata sullo slittone”
Ing. Luca Picciolo, responsabile commerciale 
della IMSA di Barzago (LC)

piegate per realizzare circuiti di raffreddamento com-
plessi con forature a doppia inclinazione. Tra queste la 
MF1000C ha rappresentato per anni, sin dalla sua pre-
sentazione al mercato avvenuta nel 2014, una soluzio-
ne ideale per tutte quelle officine e realtà le cui esigen-
ze potevano essere soddisfatte da una soluzione mo-
nomandrino molto compatta ma, al tempo stesso, al-
tamente performante in foratura e fresatura, che acco-
gliesse pezzi fino a 2 o 4 tonnellate, a seconda della ta-
vola prescelta. IMSA ha recentemente reso disponibile 
una interessante evoluzione, denominata MF1000/2C, 
caratterizzata da una configurazione a doppi mandri-
ni. Lo slittone è infatti equipaggiato di due mandrini 
separati: uno per eseguire la filettatura e la fresatura, e 
uno dedicato alle operazioni di foratura profonda con 
punta a cannone.

Il valore aggiunto di una meccanica 
ottimizzata
Frutto dell’esperienza maturata dal costruttore nel 
campo della foratura profonda e della fresatura, la 
nuova MF1000/2C eredita dai modelli precedenti non 
solo la rigidità della struttura monoblocco grazie al 
montante gantry verticale, ma anche una componen-
tistica di alto livello, oltre alla non necessità di predi-
sporre fondazioni al suolo per la sua installazione.
«Differenziante e ad alto valore aggiunto – sottolinea il 

The main 
strengths 

of the MF1000/2C 
gun drilling 

machine by IMSA

Dual-spindle 
configuration

Unattended
 drilling/milling 
conversion in a 

matter
 of seconds

Single-piece 
vertical gantry 

structure

High grade 
components

Floor 
installation 

without 
foundations

 “One of the added values of the 
MF1000/2C gun drilling machine 
is the type of mount adopted for 
the milling spindle, which requires 
a classic flange mode, 
rigidly clamped on the ram”.
Engineer Mr. Luca Picciolo, Sales Manager  

of IMSA, Barzago (Lecco, Italy)
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ground foundations for its installation.
«It is the dual-spindle configuration, now also 
offered in our smallest and most compact size 
machine, that makes the difference and adds 
high value, as it brings about many practical 
advantages” - emphasized Luca Picciolo, En-
gineer and Sales Manager. «Starting with the 
fact that it is a compact but truly ‚multi-tas-
king‘ machine, i.e. capable of deep drilling and 

milling components perfectly. We dedicated as 
many exclusive units to these two distinct ope-
rations, which have been mechanically optimi-
sed to perform that type of fixed-target machi-
ning in the best possible manner, without any 
technological compromise».
Deep drilling and milling units have been not 
only optimized, but largely standardized, as 
this type of dual-spindle configuration has 
been established on larger IMSA machines 
for decades.

From deep drilling to threading 
and milling, unattended

«The features that differentiate the two ma-
chines, the single-spindle and the dual-spindle 
configurations, are qualitative and quantitati-
ve peculiarities» - engineer Mr. Picciolo said. 
«While the former MF1000C configuration 
uses an IMSA-exclusive ‚swing-on-top‘ system 
that takes about 90 seconds to switch from one 
configuration to the other, then new configura-
tion takes just a few seconds, as it is a software-
only conversion».
Actually, the big difference lies not so much 
in the seconds save, but in other far more sig-
nificant induced benefits. In this respect, for 
example, the conversion between thread mil-
ling and deep drilling is fully automated and 
does not require any intervention from the 
operator, thus also facilitating and ensuring 
the possibility to perform unattended proces-
ses safely.
«Another added value - adds Mr. Picciolo 
- concerns the type of mounting adopted for 
the milling spindle, which is the classic flange 
mode, rigidly clamped on the ram. In the sing-
le-spindle version, the milling head necessarily 
needs to be moved along the entire ram by a 
recirculating ball screw and held in position by 
it – a movement and an operation that can-
not ensure the same stiffness of the fixed flange 
mount selected for the new MF1000/2C.»
This means having high performance availa-

The self-supporting 
structure with a 
vertical gantry column 
includes a base, a 
column and a table

Several customers ask for the 
possibility of drilling on the 
hardened component. 
The rigid gantry structure, the 
dual-spindle, and controlled 
pressures are a winning mix
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ble. But the new machine also differs in some 
minor, but no less important aspects.
«I am referring, for example, - continues Mr. 
Picciolo - compared to the previous model, to 
the improvement obtained in the oil and lubri-
cation management part, as it is no longer car-
ried out with a variable displacement pump, 
but with a closed loop control. Pressure cont-
rol with a tolerance of +/- 1 bar contributes to 
consolidating this advantage in a better hole 
surface quality, a more efficient chip removal, 
and even a lower oil consumption. This system 
becomes even more efficient when it comes to 
cross-hole drilling».

A winning mix as to quantity 
and quality

Designed to process moulds and blocks of up 
to 2 or 4 tons, the new MF1000/2C drilling 
machine can perform straight, inclined or 
double-tilt drilling depending on the selec-
ted table: the standard 1,000x1,200 mm fixed 
table has a load capacity of up to 4 tons; the 
800x900 mm 360° continuous rotation table 
has the same load capacity of up to 4 tons; the 
360° continuous roto-tilting table with a -25° 
... - 20° continuous tilt measures 800x800 mm 
and has a load capacity of up to 2 tons.
In detail, 2 steady rests support the gun drill 
in the deep drilling spindle, so that L120 x D 
up to 1,000 mm can be drilled with double 
electronic control of drilling parameters and 
optimum diameters in the range 4-25 mm 
from solid and up to 32 mm in counterboring 
can be obtained.
The 13 kW / 6000 rpm ISO 40 milling spindle 
with 115 Nm and 50 bar internal oil supply 
(and also air as an option) performs all the 
hole preparation and completion operations 
(blading, widening, threading, drilling with 
helical drills, light roughing, etc.) independ-
ently and exclusively.
This objective performance can fully meet 
not only the requirements of mould makers, 
but also those of related sectors, taking into 
account the possibility of being able to per-
fectly process even special materials, inclu-
ding: stainless steels, materials with a high 
nickel content (and in any case materials that 
are also becoming more and more common-
place in the world of mould makers, such as 
2738HH and 1.2085 hot mould steels). The 
new machine proves to be a viable solution 
even with high-alloyed and/or hardened ma-
terials.
«Most often, for the machining of die-casting 

moulds, many customers ask for the possibility 
of drilling on the hardened component - adds 
Mr. Picciolo. It is therefore clear that the gan-
try structure - a very rigid one, as well as the 
presence of the dual-spindle, controlled pressu-
res, etc., prove to be a winning mix for quanti-
tative and qualitative results.
Not forgetting temperature control. To this end, 
IMSA integrated an additional fluid cooling 

Although it has been 
used by IMSA for a 
long time, the dual-
spindle configuration, 
with separate spindles 
for deep drilling and 
milling, is an innovative 
feature on the 
MF1000/2C machine
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circuit for the spindles into the MF1000/2C, 
in addition to the classic oil cooling system, to 
provide the machine with a sort of air-condi-
tioning effect in the internal machining area».

When details make the 
difference
In its configuration and by virtue of the tech-
nical features described above, the new deep 
drilling machine can be ideally used in even 
broader operating areas than the previous 
single-spindle version. A performance-focu-
sed deep drilling centre for this type of focus 
machining can appreciate the effects of the 
dedicated spindle, with optimized mechanics 
to drill holes even in the harshest conditions, 
but also with the possibility of always being 
able to carry out completion work with gre-
at efficiency and effectiveness. Those who are 
looking for maximum flexibility can have two 
separate, optimized spindles on a compact 
machine for both deep drilling and milling.
«To ensure the maximum efficiency and usabi-

lity - said Mr. Picciolo - the new MF1000/2C 
was also fitted with a new type of sliding pro-
tection both on the side of the column, and 
above and below the head, a design that will 
also be progressively adopted on all new models 
being developed by IMSA over time. In essence, 
this is the protective covering with sliding alu-
minium panels to seal off the processing area. 
This feature allows the machining heads to be 
adequately protected from chips, while simul-
taneously ensuring maximum visibility for the 
operator should he need to inspect or directly 
view the progress of the process».
Last but not least, improvements to the new 
machine include the capacity of the tool 
warehouse, which has in fact been doubled 
(from 5 to 10 ISO40 tools), and the new chip 
evacuation system, which now has an auger 
system and no longer a classic conveyor.
«The auger system - concludes Mr. Picciolo - 
provides an almost chip-packing and semi-oil 
removal effect. Compared to the classic convey-
or, we obtained significant oil savings».

Sliding guards at the side 
of the column, above and below the 

head, keep the chips within 
the processing area

The MF1000/2C machine can be 
equipped with a fixed or rotary table 
or with a roto-tilt table, as shown 
in the picture


